The Power of Three: Singing, Rowing and Running for a Cure
By Katina Leodas
Singing for a Cure
Marion Leeds Carroll is an experienced opera singer, stage
director, and website designer who resides in Arlington,
Massachusetts. Since 2003 she has applied her talents and love of
music to raising funds for ACP, a disease she has lived with since
1988. Every year on the last Sunday in October, Marion and a
group of colleagues perform a concert at a local church, donating
all proceeds to ACP. What began as a vocal-only “Sing to Cure MS”
concert has grown into “Music to Cure MS,” featuring solo
instruments and chamber-music ensembles as well as singers. In
2008, 2010, and again in 2016 (the 14th concert year!) Marion has
received grants from the Arlington Cultural Council to offset the
costs of organizing and publicizing the event.
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Marion was introduced to opera at age 12 when an aunt gave her a recording of The Mikado, a work by
the Victorian-era librettist and composer Gilbert and Sullivan, whose comic operettas are beloved across
the English-speaking world. By the time she made it through Barnard College, which she claims to have
chosen solely for its then-active Gilbert & Sullivan Society, Marion discovered Mozart, Verdi, Puccini, and
a few other familiar operatic composers…. but she never lost her love of Gilbert & Sullivan. Post-college
she was a founding member of the New York Gilbert and Sullivan Players, which first performed on a
“Wenger Wagon,” a fold-out van that’s the stage equivalent of a murphy bed. She moved on to perform
and direct Gilbert & Sullivan and other opera in New York and Massachusetts.
As her MS symptoms grew, Marion began limiting
her performances, concentrating instead on
directing and organizing concerts. The story of
ACP’s founder, who recognized that he couldn’t cure
MS himself but could use the skills he possessed to
transform MS research, inspired her to use her own
skills to support ACP by creating her annual Music to
Cure MS concert.
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These days, the 2-hour concerts are performed by a group of professional-level musicians (all friends of
Marion) who perform a diverse repertoire of classical music in multiple languages, including English. But
don’t be scared off; Marion always publishes a detailed program with translations of all pieces sung in
foreign tongues and précis of the stories that are the subjects of the musical selections. Over the years,
Marion’s concerts have generated an impressive $30,000 for ACP. Says Marion, “I am pleased to be able
to take a skill I possess, convert it into an activity I enjoy, and apply it to benefit something I believe in.”
The next Music to Cure MS concert will be held on October 30, 2:00-4:00 p.m. at the Park Avenue
Congregational Church in Arlington, MA. Read more at www.singtocurems.org.
Rowing for a Cure
In addition to enjoying the music at Marion’s concert in 2010, one member of the audience, Patrick
Curley, was inspired to organize his own event to benefit ACP. A busy elder law attorney in Stoneham,
Massachusetts who recently joined the ACP Board of Directors,
Patrick is a strong and enthusiastic athlete, who had previously
participated in charity runs. Similarly to Marion and Kemp
Jaycox (whose walk in Banff National Park was described in last
month’s newsletter), Patrick was drawn to the idea of
organizing an event of his own choosing, something he loves
doing that would be challenging, would engage his friends and
family and achieve something beyond the completion of the
challenge -- fundraising for ACP.
An experienced rower from his days as an undergraduate at
Dartmouth College, in 2014 Patrick entered a race that takes
place on the Essex River in Ipswich, Massachusetts every year,
and asked friends and family to sponsor his participation. In his
appeal, he described ACP in detail and, as one would expect
from a good lawyer, made the case for supporting it.
Meanwhile, ACP staff-member, Lindsey Santiago, created a
separate webpage for his event to facilitate contributing online.
Rowing a scull (a single rowing shell) on this beautiful and ever-changing tidal river, Patrick completed
the five-mile race and netted an impressive $3,000. Hard as it was, the experience whetted his appetite
for more. This past February, Patrick piggybacked an independent fundraiser on another well-organized
annual rowing event, the World Championship of Indoor Rowing, held in Boston. The grueling
competition, in which approximately 2,500 people from over 30 countries endure what Patrick calls “
roughly seven minutes of pure pain, pulling 2,000 meters on an ergonomic rowing machine,” was a
challenge for even this seasoned, disciplined athlete. He says, “Prior to 2016, I had last competed in the
World Indoor Championship in the spring of my freshman year at Dartmouth, when I was just 18 and in
the best shape of my life! Needless to say, my 43 year-old body did not respond quite the same way as
it did in 1991. But I trained really hard, competing in the lightweight (less than 165 lbs) veterans (ages
40-49) men's division.” The race saw five world records set, including one by a 95-year-old man! Patrick,
his friends and family raised just over $5,000.

Combined, Patrick’s 2 fundraisers have netted $8,400 for ACP. Of his decision to support ACP, Patrick
says, “I have been a long-term donor to ACP because I have a legal practice of senior citizens and people
with long-term physical disabilities,
including many with MS. I feel very
fortunate to participate in these tough
athletic events because I know many
with MS cannot.” Patrick says he’s
looking forward to doing another
independent fundraiser for ACP in 2017
(event and date to be arranged) and he
characterizes the work of organizing it as
“no sweat off my back.” He says, “I
composed and distributed a short
email/letter to friends and family,
including people I know from Dartmouth
and other places, asking them to
support my participation and
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educating them about ACP and the
important work it does. Many of my contacts then forwarded the invitation to others in their networks
and posted notices of the event on their Facebook page. In this way, with a relatively modest-sized
community of friends, I was able to tap into a community of passion. Sometimes, people with passion
have compassion.”

Running for a Cure
Eliza Duddy is a fitness enthusiast whose love of running was
nurtured by her mother, Alice. After Alice was diagnosed with MS,
Eliza began running benefit races for ACP and the National MS
Society and in 2014, she decided to organize one herself to benefit
ACP. At the time, she was working at The Fieldhouse, a sports
complex in Sudbury, MA where she found herself surrounded by
people who shared her passion for fitness. Working through her
community of friends and fellow runners, Eliza recruited over a
hundred runners, aged 3 and up, to run several races of varying
lengths and challenge levels.
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A bundle of positive energy, Eliza had run charity races before, but had no experience organizing one.
Nonetheless, she threw herself into the project, securing approval from her local Board of Selectmen;
negotiating and planning the race routes with local police; publicizing it through email, a notice in the
Town Crier and flyers she composed and posted on bulletin boards around the community; gathering
sponsorships from more than three dozen local businesses; engineering the logistics of race registration
and timing; and, securing signage and T-shirts.

On a cool November day in 2014, 139 registrants gathered at the starting line to run one of 2 courses: a
5K for adults and a ¼ mile “Fun Run” for kids. The event was hugely successful, netting just over $3,000,
the bulk of it through sponsorships and raffles of goods and services donated by local companies. A
novice fundraiser, Eliza likens the experience of asking people for money that first year to ripping off a
Band-Aid. “It’s scary and hard the first few times, but gets easier with practice until it ceases to be
painful.” And, she was surprised at the number of business owners she approached who turned out to
have a personal connection to MS and so were especially receptive to her solicitation.
The success of Eliza’s first race made for shorter work securing runners, volunteers and sponsors of the
second race in November, 2015. That year, 159 people registered for three races: 5k, 5 mile or kids’ fun
run. Dozens of local sponsors (including every single company that had given in 2014) received
placement of their company’s names and logos on the runners’ T-shirts, the mile markers and the finish
line, enabling Eliza to contribute over $6,000 to ACP.
Today, as she contemplates organizing her next race—
tentatively a Thanksgiving Day “Turkey Trot” – Eliza
sounds like an old hand. “Once I begin publicizing
them, the races have a way of generating momentum
and enthusiasm all by themselves. So many people I’ve
met in the course of organizing them have a personal
connection to MS. And whether they have MS
themselves, or know someone who does, people are
inspired by an activity that’s being done for good, and
not to make a profit.”
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Recently, Eliza began working as a Production Coordinator for MKTG, a lifestyle marketing company that
supports the production of participatory athletic events. In her new job, she helps Nike produce free
running-related gatherings that generate brand loyalty. It’s no accident that she landed the job. “The
fact that I had independently organized successful charity runs played a big role in my being considered
for this new job,” says Eliza. “I am MKTG’s sole employee in Boston, so it was important for me to
demonstrate that I could get things done, working independently and with little supervision. My
experience organizing the fundraisers for ACP were the examples I cited.” Other than starting a new job,
Eliza still runs competitively. In May, she joined an international crowd of more than 9,000 to run the
Copenhagen Marathon, a 42 kilometer “charity race” through the streets of Copenhagen, Denmark,
accompanied by bands and dancers that make the event look as much like a samba festival as a
marathon. And true to form, Eliza raised money while having fun and building awareness. She secured
$8,000 in contributions for SMILE Mass (a charitable organization that works with families raising
children with disabilities) and pushed Victoria Conrad, a 25-year old family friend who has cerebral palsy.
If you or someone you know is interested in organizing an independent fundraising event to support ACP,
please contact Lindsey Santiago at lsantiago@acceleratedcure.org or 781-487-0013.

